
Teaching in Color
Professional Development Modules

What: The primary focus of this PD is on the educator rather than the student. When educators have
a better understanding of themselves and their biases (no shame attached), they can communicate
with, relate to and educate their students in a more meaningful way.

Why: Districts can change their curricula to match the times, but if the instructor’s mindset does not
change, the instruction will not match the curricula’s intended purpose. We need to focus on the
messenger.

When: The PD is broken up into eight content modules. Delivery can be 10-12 hours divided into
segments and presented throughout the 8 month school year or an intensive 2 day workshop.

Module 1:

The why and what.
Why do I teach?

What role do I play in
this system?

Module 2:

Connecting with the
inner child/student.

Reflecting on your
student years, what

made for a good/bad
educational
experience?

Module 3:

Understanding your
colors.

How do you identify?
What colors make up
your portrait? How do

your colors impact your
interactions?

Module 4:

Teaching outside your
colors.

Identify colors outside
your portrait. How can
you better interact with

other colors?

Module 5:

Seeing the colors of
Others.

Identify cases where
you did not see all the

colors of your
students. What blinded
you from seeing them?

Module 6:

How much are your
colors worth?

Grading system.
How do you measure

learning? Is it
equitable?

Module 7:

Managing colors:
consequences vs.

punishment
What is the difference?

How are they used?
Are they effective?

Module 8:

Coloring outside the
Lines:

¨Art should comfort
the disturbed and

disturb the
comfortable.” C.Cruz

What is a tough
conversation? Are you

comfortable having
them? How do you

have them?
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Timing:
The 8-module course contains eight hours of instruction. Each module is approximately 90 minutes in
length, 60 minutes of instruction and a recommended, yet optional, 30 minutes of reflection and
questions.

● 8-Month Model: One module per monthly building base professional learning day →
60-90 minutes/session.

● 4-Month Model: Two-modules at a time, to be completed in a semester → 120-180
minutes/session.

● 2-Day Model: Four modules at a time → 5-6 hours per day

Format:
The course is structured in a story-based format, rather than a series of lectures and
powerpoints.This provides educators the space and time to reflect and share their individual
classroom experiences. The first half of the course focuses on the educator's personal and
educational journey as a student. The latter focuses on the present; highlighting how the educator
uses their past to help understand and restructure their students' current classroom experiences.
Each module provides guided questions, collaborative discussion, and personal journal entries for
self-reflection.

Module Overview:
Module 1 - Reminding educators of their WHY.

● Rediscover the WHY that brought each educator to the profession.
● Highlight specific reasons why each educator is needed in their classroom and

acknowledge their impact on students.
Module 2 - Revisiting the past to better inform the future.

● Educators are reminded of their journey as students in order to make connections with
the students in their classrooms.

● Focus on similarities and differences between their childhood experiences and that of
their students.

Module 3 - A deep dive into how we present ourselves.
● Educators take an honest and in-depth look into how they see themselves versus how

society portrays them.
● Name the advantages/disadvantages that society prescribes to each person based on

the colors in their portrait.
● Examine how students perceive educators in the classroom.

Module 4 - Identifying differences and exploring thoughts of origin.
● Educators acknowledge, identify and speak on the differences they observe in their

students, and address various stereotypes associated with said differences.
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Module 5 - Learning to see and hear past those sitting in front of us.
● Participants are pushed to hear between the words spoken and see past the actions

presented and discover what is hidden behind each student.
● This module humanizes students and reminds educators that their audience members

consist of various experiences, traumas and successes, not just test scores.
Module 6 - Examining what significance/impact the grading system has on students.

● Educators are asked to examine the significance of the grading systems and its effect
on the learner.

● Re-group the traditional number scale to make grading equitable for all.
Module 7 - Understanding how and why we punish undesirable behaviors.

● Focus on what the intended purpose of school discipline really is and its intended
versus actual effects.

● Evaluate whether punishments are to satisfy the educator or to teach the student.
Module 8 - Why and how to address tough conversations

● Educators differentiate between tough and uncomfortable conversations.
● Identify the tough part of a tough conversation and reframe it to be less tough.
● Explore the idea that educators can hold challenging conversations from backstage,

allowing student voices and opinions to take center stage.
Cost:

1. Eight Module Package = $10,000 ($1250/module)
2. A la cart Modules = $1500/module
3. Handouts: One-time fee of $5 per person - this includes copying, assembling and packaging.

Recommended Viewing Material:
Pierson, R. (2013, May) Every Kid Needs A Champion [Video]. Ted Conference.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SFnMTHhKdkw
Saenz,A (2015, Nov) The Power of A Teacher [Video]. Ted Conference.

https://youtu.be/AyogyD7vXbw
Adichie, C. (2009, Oct) The Danger of a Single Story [Video]. Ted Conference.

https://youtu.be/D9Ihs241zeg
Shaw, C. (2016, Feb) Shut Up! And Let Me Teach: Ending the Assault on Teacher

Autonomy. [Video]. Ted COnference.
https://youtu.be/GBRwcNL5LDg

Crum, M. (2015, June) A Tale of Two Teachers. [Video]. Ted Conference.
https://youtu.be/sgtinODaW78

Bareti, G. (2019, Dec) Education System v. Cultural Competence [Video]. Ted
Conference.
https://youtu.be/UBJBWenlIjY

Torres, I (2017, Nov) Cultural Pedagogy: Educational Equality for Our Youth [Video]. Ted Conference.
https://youtu.be/AbmyxZaBnhI

Peterson, A. (2014, Nov) What I am learning from my white grandchildren -- truths
about race [Video] Conference.
https://youtu.be/u5GCetbP7Fg

Hedrington, J. (2021, Dec) I Am Black [Video] TedxTalk.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EV197KRDER4
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